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ABSTRACT
Nowadays, parallel programming models are increasingly re-
lying on runtime systems to do load balance dynamically at
runtime. Dependences between pieces of work (tasks) are
resolved on the fly, and ready ones whose predecessors have
already finished get distributed to available threads (cores)
hopefully as quickly as possible. The promptness in deliver-
ing ready tasks to execution is considered as a quality mea-
sure of runtime systems. The shorter delays they interleave
between tasks on the critical path of the execution, the faster
execution time they can attain. We have collected timing in-
formation whenever a runtime transits into or out of a task
in order to divide the critical path into two components of
work which is the application code, and delay which is
whatever a runtime does in scheduling. Furthermore, we
break down the delay component into sub-categories based
on the kinds of two work intervals surrounding a delay. They
are, for example, the delays following the end of a task and
preceding that task’s synchronization, the delays preceding
a task’s first execution after that task has been created, the
delays preceding a continuation of a parent task after that
task has created a child task, or the delays during which a
parent task waits for its children to finish after it has issued
the synchronization instruction. These detailed decomposi-
tions and their highlights on critical path visualizations have
helped us characterize five runtime systems of interest in our
experiments.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The fact that computer systems are improving with more

nodes, more cores and more threads together with more com-
plex cache memory hierarchy has put more responsability on
runtime systems for mapping logical parallelism in programs
onto available hardware computing resources. Because the
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hardware configuration taking part in a program execution is
not known until runtime, dynamic scheduling is considered
more scalable and portable compared with a static one deter-
mined at compile time. This is to say that it is increasingly
important to understand runtime systems’ performance and
improve them. There are many existing runtime systems
such as OpenMP [4], Cilk Plus [2], Intel TBB [5], Qthreads
[6], and MassiveThreads [3], they perform differently with
the same applications in the Barcelona OpenMP Task Suite
(BOTS) in our experiments. In order to characterize dif-
ferences between them, we have focused on analyzing the
critical path whose length is also the elapsed time of the
parallel execution. After understanding their performance
differences, we have more clues to improve them or even
develop better ones.

2. CRITICAL PATH ANALYSIS
The critical path is a serial chain of dependent tasks in

which the latter depends on its former and the former’s com-
pletion always triggers its latter to be ready. There is always
a task either running or ready at every point in time on the
critical path. The periods during which there is a task run-
ning are denoted as work which is the useful computation
of application code. During other periods, there is always a
task whose dependences have been resolved and it is ready
for execution, but it is not scheduled for execution yet due
to some overhead in the runtime system. These periods are
denoted as delay refering to the runtime system’s laziness.
However, not all delays are bad. A delay is justifiable when
all threads are busy (no one can execute the ready task).
Hence, delay can be decomposed into two parts of safe de-
lay during which there is no free thread, and problematic
delay during which there is at least one free thread. We
have also break down further the problematic delay into
some sub-categories based on the type of the readiness of
the delay period. If that delay follows the completion of a
task, it is called end delay. If that delay follows the cre-
ation of a task and precedes its first execution, it is called
create delay. If that delay follows the creation of a task and
precedes the parent task’s continuation, it is called create
cont. delay. If that delay is for the parent to wait for the
completion of its children after issueing a synchronization
instruction, it is called wait cont. delay.

The results of the critical path decompositions of SparseLU
program executed by five systems are shown in Figure 1
which consists of three sub-figures which are corresponding
to three subsequent decompositions. Because of differences
in scheduling policy (to prioritize child tasks or to prioritize
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(a) work - delay
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(c) problematic delay is further
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Figure 1: SparseLU by mth, clkp, tbb, omp & qth: break-
down of critical paths. Bar height is the critical path length,
which is also the execution time (elapsed time) of the pro-
gram.

continuation of the parent task), MassiveThreads and Cilk
Plus systems have the create cont. delay dominant; on the
other hand, Intel TBB and Qthreads systems have the cre-
ate delay dominant. While OpenMP sometimes has create
cont. dominant, sometimes oppositely has create dominant.
The same three kinds of decomposition figures for all eight
applications and five systems are shown in Figure 2. From
Figure 2, we can have some following general observations:
compared with MassiveThreads, Cilk Plus usually has more
problematic delay, more specifically, more create cont. de-
lay; Intel TBB sometimes has high end delay (in FFT, Fib,
Sort, Strassen) (this may be related to the fact that Intel
TBB ties tasks fixedly to the threads that they were first
executed).
We have implemented this critical path analysis as an ad-

ditional analysis pass in our computation DAG-based per-
formance profiler/visualizer - DAGViz [1]. Due to space
limitation we do not show critical path visualizations/high-
lights in this abstract paper.

3. CONCLUSION
We have built a tool to highlight the critical path on DAG

visualizations and compute its statistical analysis as an ad-
ditional part in DAGViz. By breaking down critical path
length into work, safe delay & problematic delay which is
further decomposed into different sub-components of end,
create, create cont. & wait cont. delays, we have successfully
contrasted five different runtime systems of interest and em-
phasized reasons why one system is performing better than
another on a particular application.
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Figure 2: Eight apps from BOTS benchmark suite, run by
five runtime systems: breakdown of critical paths.
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